Sensory Star Carpets

Engaging & Magical
Engage and delight with our sensory star carpet, creating a starry night eﬀect that’s unique and accessible to all. Our
sensory star carpets are completely safe for children and adults to touch and walk on as the fiber ends contain no
heat and no electricity. Our range of star carpets are made using high quality carpet with optical fiber woven into the
pile. It can be used on top of existing flooring, or can be attached to a wall. The basic colors available are black, blue,
red or white, but other colours can be supplied at an extra cost.
The fiber optics are lit by a MicroLED 4000 remote control illuminator. This creates a beautiful shimmering eﬀect of
constantly changing colors. Please note that the carpet should not be used in areas where heavy wear is likely, such
as doorways, and it is not suitable for use in spaces where it may have heavy weights pushed over it.

LED Illuminator
The New MicroLED 4000 remote control illuminator.
The MicroLED 4000 measures only (L)106mm x (W)94mm x (H)68mm yet features full remote
control operation which allows you to control the light colour and colour-cycling eﬀects
from the comfort of your armchair.

The Star Carpet
This kit is supplied with a black, blue, red or white high quality carpet as standard, but other
colors can be supplied at an extra cost. As no heat is emitted from the lights, this carpet is
perfectly safe for children to play on, but should not be subjected to heavy wear.
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Carpet colors
Kits are supplied with high quality black, blue, red or white carpet as standard, though other colors are available at
an extra cost – please contact us for details.
Colorwheel
Optionally, a Varicolor colorwheel can be purchased separately, allowing you to customise a six-segment
colorwheel from a choice of 15 colors.

Name

Illuminator

Carpet Size

Environment

STC1010

MicroLED 4000

3.28’ x 3.28’
(1m x 1m)

Indoor/ Dry

STC1515

MicroLED 4000

4.92’ x 4.92’
(1.5m x 1.5m)

Indoor/ Dry

STC2010

MicroLED 4000

6.56’’ x 3.28’’
(2m x 1m)

Indoor/ Dry

STC2015

MicroLED 4000

6.56’ x 4.92’
(2m x 1.5m)

Indoor/ Dry

STC2020

MicroLED 4000

6.56’ x 6.56’
(2m x 2m)

Indoor/ Dry
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